TESTING & QA

Taking your software from good to great.
Software that doesn’t work as expected can have a huge impact on your business, causing you to lose time,
money, customers, and your reputation. Whether it’s the software that runs your business, or the software your
market is counting on, Bridge360 understands how important it is for your software to be error-free. We deliver a
full range of testing and quality assurance services.
CLIENT SPOTLIGHT
When you’re a major natural foods grocer facing a cost conscious
consumer, efficiency is everything. So how do you keep your
technology running as neatly as your shelves are stocked? Bridge360
helped this national chain keep their inventory replenishment and
merchandising software always up to date and error-free, and their
operations efficient and in sync across 12 regions.

QA PLANNING

Our team of experienced quality assurance engineers will provide controlled testing
environments and work with you to determine the best approach for you.
Bridge360 can help you from test strategies and planning to building automated
test harnesses that accelerate your product deployments. We will give you the
confidence (with metrics to prove it) to continually optimize your development
goals.

TEST DEVELOPMENT, Bridge360 specializes in providing controlled, customized, and automated testing
AUTOMATION &
environments. We follow IEEE quality standards wherever possible.
EXECUTION
Our testing services include Functional, Performance, Regression, Usability and
SERVICES
Internationalization.
TEST TOOLS

Bridge360 has expertise with many of the industry tools such as Mercury, Rational
and Segue. Of course, we are able to work with proprietary tools built by our clients
as well.
We often put test strategies in place by building automated test solutions. Our key
focus is to give our clients measurable efficiencies that meet their business goals.
We work closely with your team to make sure we ‘get the bugs out’ while improving
your product ROI. We give you the confidence your customers expect from you.
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“

I’ve engaged Bridge360 on projects for me over the past several years because
they consistently deliver high quality results with minimal impact on my teams. They keep me
informed throughout our engagements, and continuously exceed my expectations.”
Kirk Norsworthy
Sr. Director, Global Software Engineering
ACS/Xerox

About Bridge360

Bridge360 is a custom software and application developer. We specialize in
solving complex problems at every phase of the software development
lifecycle, removing roadblocks to help your software and applications reach
their full potential in any market. On the path to software excellence, you can
trust our expertise, diverse technical proficiencies, speed and efficiency to
translate your vision to motion, no matter where you are in the process — no
matter where you want to be.
The Bridge360 customer base includes system integrators, government
agencies, software companies and world technology leaders, and small to
enterprise businesses across the globe. Clients spanning industries from legal
to healthcare, automotive to energy, and high tech to high fashion count on
us to clear a path for success.
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